Eagle Creek Wins Best In Class Award From The Gear Institute
Gear Warrior 32 Takes Honors for Summer 2016
San Diego, Ca. (May 26, 2016) – Known for innovation, quality construction and
durability, Eagle Creek travel gear is proud to receive a Best In Class Award from The
Gear Institute for the Gear Warrior™ 32 from the newly redesigned Outdoor Gear line of
luggage. The honor shows that quality and versatility can come in big packages.
Testers enjoyed the ease of use, durability and separation of gear and clothing. They also
appreciated features like multiple grab handles and the Equipment Keeper™ with bottle
opener that allows equipment to be attached to the top of the bag. Industry-leading
innovations like the glue-laminated Exo-Skeleton composite fabrication, deliver supreme
durability and light weight carry. This new technology requires these qualities no longer
need be mutually exclusive, and the testers liked what they saw.
“We are really honored to be presented with the Best In Class award from The Gear
Institute,” said Roger Spatz, President, Eagle Creek. “We are known for building the best
performing, longest lasting luggage on the market, and are pleased the testers appreciated
the time, energy and devotion that went into designing and reinventing the newest
Outdoor Gear bags.”
Links:
Eagle Creek Website: http://www.eaglecreek.com/
The Gear Institute: http://www.gearinstitute.com/
ABOUT EAGLE CREEK
Eagle Creek is a leading travel outfitter, providing smart, innovative and durable luggage,
travel bags, and accessories since 1975. Through the years they have fine-tuned the best
way to design and build gear for diverse travel needs. With their end goal to enhance any
travel experience, they offer a Travel System of products, which includes a wide
selection of luggage, packing organizers, accessories, and day bags. Building smart and
dependable gear, Eagle Creek backs all their products with industry-leading warranties so
that travelers can stay focused on new discoveries knowing their gear is built for the road.
For more information, visit eaglecreek.com
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